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What is Python?
• “Python is an interpreted high-level general-purpose programming language.” – Wikipedia
• It supports multiple programming paradigms, including:

• Structured/procedural
• Object-oriented
• Functional



The Python Ecosystem

Source: Fabien Maussion’s “Getting started with Python” Workshop

https://fabienmaussion.info/acinn_python_workshop/


Installing Python
• Install Python through Anaconda/Miniconda.

• This allows you to create and work in Python environments.
• You can create multiple environments as needed.
• Highly recommended: install Python through Miniconda.

• Are we ready to “play” with Python yet?
• Almost!
• Most data scientists use Python through Jupyter Notebook, a web application that 

allows you to create a virtual notebook containing both text and code!
• Python Installation tutorial: [Mac OS X] [Windows]

https://docs.conda.io/en/latest/miniconda.html
https://youtu.be/FHdi2oxQaBI
https://youtu.be/CPWivLVZATw


For today’s seminar
• Due to the time limitation, we will be using Google Colab instead.
• Google Colab is a free Jupyter notebook environment that runs entirely in the cloud, so you 

can run Python code, write report in Jupyter Notebook even without installing the Python 
ecosystem.
• It is NOT  a complete alternative to installing Python on your local computer.
• But it is a quick and easy way to get started/try out Python.

• You will need to log in using your university account (possible for some schools) or your 
personal Google account.

https://colab.research.google.com/


Basics of Programming
Indentations – Not Braces
• Other languages (R, C++, Java, etc.) use braces to structure code.

# R code (not Python)
a = 10
if (a < 5) {

result = TRUE
b = 0

} else {
result = FALSE
b = 100

}

a = 10
if (a < 5) { result = TRUE; b = 0} else {result = FALSE; b = 100}



Basics of Programming
Indentations – Not Braces
• Python uses whitespaces (tabs or spaces) to structure code instead.

• Consistently using the same type of whitespace reduces errors and headache!
• A colon : denotes the start of an indented code block.

# Python code
a = 10
if a < 5:

result = True
b = 0

else:
result = False
b = 100



Basics of Programming
Variables and argument passing
• When assigning an object to a variable in Python, you are creating a reference to the object 

on the righthand side of the equal sign.

a = [1, 2, 3]
b = a



Basics of Programming
Binary operators and 
comparisons



Functions
• Function here means user-defined function.
• If you anticipate needing to repeat the same or very similar code more than once, it may be 

worth writing a reusable function.

# define the function
def my_function(x, y, z=1.5):

return x + y - z

# execute the function
my_function(1, 2, 3)

# another execution
my_function(1, 2)



Defining a function vs. a function call?

# define the function
def my_function(x, y, z=1.5):
if z > 1:

return z * (x + y)
else:

return z / (x + y)



Defining a function vs. a function call?

# execute the function
my_function(1, 2, 3)



List
• Lists are variable-length and their contents can be modified in-place.
• You can define them using square brackets [] or using the list() function:

a_list = [2, 3, 3, 'stat']



List

a_list = [2, 3, 3, 'stat']



List
List indexing & slicing
• Use square brackets [] to access an element at a specific position in a list.

a_list[0]

• Use [start:end] to get a "slice" of the list.

a_list[0:3]



NumPy Library
• NumPy is short for Numerical Python.
• Some of the main features of NumPy that we will look at today:

• ndarray: a multi-dimensional array providing fast array-oriented arithmetic access and 
operations.

• Mathematical functions for fast operation on entire arrays of data without having to 
write loops! (just like R) 

• Linear algebra, random number generation, etc.
• NumPy-based algorithms are generally 10-100 times faster than their pure Python 

counterparts and use significantly less memory!



NumPy ndarray

# import the library
import numpy as np

# set the seed for the random generator
np.random.seed(430)

# generate some random data
data = np.random.randn(2, 3)
data

• An ndarray is a generic multidimensional container for homogeneous data: all of the 
elements must be the same type.



NumPy ndarray

data_list = [5, 5.2, 9.1, 3, 6.4]
data_array = np.array(data_list)
data_array

• You can use the array()function to create a NumPy ndarray.
• This function accepts any sequence-like object like list, tuple, etc. (including other arrays) and 

produces a new NumPy array.



NumPy ndarray

data_nested_list = [[4, 2, 1], [3, 0, 7]]
data_2darray = np.array(data_nested_list)
data_2darray

• Nested sequence (like a list of equal-length lists) will be converted into a multi-dimensional 
array:



Arithmetic with NumPy Arrays

arr = np.array([[1, 2, 3], [4, 5, 6]])
arr + arr
arr * 2
arr ** 2
1 / arr

• Arrays are important because they enable you to express batch operations on data WITHOUT 
writing any loops.

• This is called vectorization (or elementwise-operation)!



Linear Algebra inside NumPy

x = np.array([[1., 2., 3.], [4., 5., 6.]])
y = np.array([[6., 23.], [-1, 7], [8, 9]])

x.dot(y)

• First, note that NumPy array by default operates using element-wise operation.
• That is multiplying 2 two-dimensional arrays with * is an element-wise product instead of 

a matrix dot product.
• To perform a matrix dot product, we use the dot()function.

x @ y

• The @ symbol (as of Python 3.5) also works as a matrix multiplication operator.



Linear Algebra inside NumPy

from numpy.linalg import inv, qr

np.random.seed(430)
X = np.random.randn(5, 5)
mat = X.T.dot(X)

• The sub-module linalg inside NumPy has a standard set of matrix decompositions and 
functions like finding inverse matrix and determinant.

• So mat is the dot product of X and the transpose of X.



Linear Algebra inside NumPy

Source: Wes McKinney’s 
Python for Data Analysis 2nd Ed

https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/python-for-data/9781491957653/


Pandas Library
• Pandas is arguably the most well-known Python library right now.
• Pandas was built for the sole purpose of data manipulation and analysis (which was the 

missing piece for Python to be a programming language for data science).
• The most important data structure in pandas is DataFrame, which is designed and built to be 

like R DataFrame.



Pandas DataFrame



Pandas DataFrame
• A DataFrame is a data structure of table format where:

• Each row represents each observation.
• Each column represents each variable/attribute.

• In our ramen dataset, there are 2575 observations and 5 attributes, which are:
• Brand
• Variety
• Style
• Country
• Stars



Pandas DataFrame
Selecting Rows/Columns of a DataFrame
• Using []



Pandas DataFrame
Selecting Rows/Columns of a DataFrame
• To select multiple columns at the same time, supply a list of column names inside []:



Pandas DataFrame
Selecting Rows/Columns of a DataFrame
• Using loc

• Syntax: [row label, column label]
• Row label is the same as row index (unless you specify label for rows)
• Column label is the column name.

• To select row 0 (all columns): ramen.loc[0, :] or ramen.loc[0]
• : means selecting all rows/columns in that dimension.
• Similarly, ramen.loc[:, ’Stars’]selects column 'Stars' (with all rows).

• Note that ramen.loc[’Stars’]does not work here! It will raise an error!



Filtering DataFrame
• Let's say I only want observations of ramen coming from USA!
• Then we need to filter ramen and only print out the rows where 'Country' is USA.

• This returns a Series of type Boolean. We can use this to filter the DataFrame!



Filtering DataFrame
• There are 2 ways to do this:



Filtering DataFrame
• There are 2 ways to do this:



Filtering DataFrame
• Now, what's if I want only the ones where Brand is Nissin?



References
• Wes McKinney’s Python for Data Analysis 2nd Ed
• STAT 430 – Python in Data Science Programming course materials
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Thank you!
If you have any question, feel free to contact me:

• Ha Khanh Nguyen (you can call me Ha!)
• Email: hknguyen@illinois.edu
• Website: hknguyen.org

mailto:hknguyen@illinois.edu
https://hknguyen.org/

